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With loving greetings from all souls at this station, this is Matthew. The most succinct answer to 
“What’s causing these wild energies?” is, along with the light forces uprooting the darkness is 
the crumbling of systems, policies, procedures and ideologies that no longer serve the 
civilization. The third density lessons those provide are nearing the end of their purposeful 
course of offering opportunities to Earth humankind to complete chosen karma and evolve into 
higher densities, where marvels await. 

This is known at soul level, but that knowledge isn’t reaching the consciousness of individuals 
who are choosing to stick with what is familiar instead of embracing change. If persons dear to 
you are among them, please honor their slower advancement pace and continue moving steadily 
forward on your lighted pathway. 

“Now authoritarian oppression includes booster shots and vaccinating little children. Why aren’t 
benevolent ETs stopping this insanity!” The past many months have indeed been challenging to 
the stoutest of hearts and minds even with the invaluable assistance of extraterrestrials. By God’s 
authorization, powerful civilizations are infusing Earth with light and scientists in ET special 
forces saved billions of lives by greatly reducing the potency of coronavirus 19 and the 
ingredients in solutions falsely represented as vaccines. But it is not other civilizations’ 
prerogative or even within their capability to stop the current situation. 

Please send all questions and comments to suzy@matthewbooks.com. 

All messages from December 2003 to date are archived on www.matthewbooks.com. Please 
share them. 
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